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Old Habits, New Realities: Digital Newsrooms in Kenyan
Commercial Media Houses
Wambui Wamunyu and j. Siguru Wahutu

ABSTRACT
This article addresses digital cultures within the context of the fluid
association between the media and the state in the African post-
colony. Based on the premise that news organisations construct
and disseminate knowledge, the article applies field theory in
analysing observed and inferred practices at a radio station and
journalism school in Kenya. The article finds that journalism
curricula rely on predefined, non-contextualised norms and are
yet to fully incorporate digital technologies. Additionally, there is a
hybridisation of traditional and newer approaches in training,
organisational structures and narrative forms in the Kenyan media
landscape. But traditional sourcing cultures are retained, as is the
engagement with audiences as consumers, rather than co-
producers, of news.

KEYWORDS
Digital cultures; field theory;
media field; newsrooms;
journalism training; African
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Introduction

Much of the global north scholarship on media organisations in Africa has focused mainly
on how to “modernise” and “improve” these organisations so that they can ultimately
resemble those from the global north. The prevailing notion has often been that organis-
ations on the continent need to have their capacities built through training so that their
norms can converge to the global norm, “global” here being shorthand for Western. Not-
withstanding the limitations of the modernisation approach, this discourse has continued
apace as digital technologies have entered the profession (Ogan et al. 2009). In the classi-
cal Mbembe (2001) approach, this scholarship has studied African media organisations for
what they are perceived to lack rather than what they do or how organisations construct
salient knowledges for localised audiences.

This approach is largely influenced by perceptions borne in the post-colonial period
when scholars argued that media organisations in Africa had the duty to ensure that
democracy flourished and peoples from the global south felt a sense of nationalism.
This perception of “lack” was thus often a result of these nascent organisations being
viewed as a channel of spreading the state’s propaganda. This scholarship track has
shown up again recently in work on the use of digital technologies by African media
organisations, and has tended to focus on the use/potential of digital technologies by
the field. The dawn of digital technologies and their use by African journalists has also
led to the revival of old “developmental journalism” debates that dominated scholarship
in the 1960s and 1970s. This scholarly infatuation with the redemptive qualities of digital
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technologies fails to account for the fact that “Africans are actively modernising their indi-
geneities and indigenizing their modernities” (Nyamnjoh 2006, 393).

Another strand of scholarship has focused on social media usage and audience metrics
on the daily practices of journalists (Bunce 2015, 2017; Ireri 2012; Mabweazara, Mudhai,
and Whittaker 2014; Willems 2014). This strand has been augmented, methodologically,
through ethnographic approaches that have interrogated the interactions between
digital technologies and journalistic practice in African newsrooms (Bosch 2014; El Gody
2014; Mabweazara 2014; Mare 2014). It finds that adoption of technologies is influenced
by organisational, professional and economic factors and that journalists’ habitus is
shaped by the implementation of technological innovation (Mudhai 2014; Robinson
2011). Additionally, traditional journalistic norms, nation-specific traits (Savelsberg and
Nyseth-Brehm 2015; Wahutu 2017b), political and regulatory environments also contribute
to digital production practices and processes (Hermans, Vergeer, and d’Haenens 2009;
Mabweazara 2010; Mudhai 2014).

A third strand has focused on the shifting relationship between the state and the media
organisations with the adoption of digital technologies. As newsrooms across the conti-
nent have incorporated digital technologies in their routines, we have seen a rise in
non-attribution, and more recently the rise and spread of misinformation (Banda 2010;
Jordaan 2013; Olewe 2017; Paterson 2013). Collectively, these challenges have under-
mined professional journalism values such as accuracy and credibility (Mabweazara
2014; Mare 2014; Robinson 2011; Sunday 2016).

As in other parts of the world, commercial news companies on the continent have had
to grapple with limited financial returns and concerns over journalism quality following
the substantial investments in digital technologies (Dickinson, Matthews, and Saltzis
2013; Mare 2014; Mudhai 2014; Tameling and Broersma 2013). In Kenya, for example, com-
mercial media houses were early adopters of these technologies, paying for expensive
internet access in the mid-1990s to the limited number of Internet Service Providers
that were available (Mureithi 2017; Sambuli 2015; Wamunyu 2017). However, this early
push to take advantage of the internet did not yield much of the anticipated profitability,
leading to the field struggling to make money from online media products. In the last few
years, this led to staff retrenchments and closure of leading news outlets (Ngigi 2016).

This article situates itself at the intersection of these three strands, and begins with the
premise that news organisations are responsible not only for constructing knowledge but
also disseminating it (Rosen 1999; Weimann 2000). We define knowledge construction in
the Berger and Luckmann (1966) sense and the role of framing in this process as discussed
by Schudson (1989). By taking this approach, we view media organisations as engaging in
this construction process through a hybridisation process that entails traditional and “new”
approaches. Subsequently, the central focus of this article is on the socialisation of journal-
ists before and after they enter the field and the social actors involved in news construc-
tion. Specifically, we look at the process of socialisation that individuals go through to gain
a journalistic habitus and the (re-)socialisation process within the media organisations with
the introduction of chat apps and social media into the traditional news gathering and
sourcing norms.

The focus on social actors understands that newsmaking is a group process (Cook 1998;
Hall 2000) that includes journalists, editors and sources. Schudson (2011) and Sigal (1973)
both remind us that the sources journalists quote are vital players in the newsmaking
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process. Thus, understanding sources as being co-constructors of news necessitates us to
critically analyse and understand which sources journalists view as being central to their
role as narrative constructors. This reality influences our use of field theory in this study,
which is based on the two sites of study addressed by the two authors.

Methods and data

The data analysed here were collected in Kenya. The first site of study was a Nairobi-based
radio station considered within its geographical context to be an innovator of digital tech-
nologies and online news platforms. The station, the first privately owned radio outlet in
Kenya, began transmission in 1996 and from an initial two radio reporters and an editor in
the late 1990s, had grown to include a team of 34 comprised of reporters, editors, camera
personnel and newsreaders by 2016. They all contributed content to radio, web and
mobile platforms. The station had a web presence from 1997 and by 2016 had established
a team of content creators and editors focused on web-exclusive lifestyle content and fea-
tures. Several station staffers—including the editorial director and several reporters—were
trained in the global north. Table 1 provides more details of the breakdown of personnel.

The second site of study is a premier school of journalism and communication located
in Nairobi. Started in 1974, the school has a student body of approximately 5000, with six
colleges across which 30 Bachelors’ programmes, six Masters’ programmes, two PhD pro-
grammes and two postgraduate diplomas are offered. This article focuses on students in
the School of Communication, which has 17 faculty, nine of whom had PhDs, eight had
Masters’ degrees and only three were male. All but one of the PhD degrees had been
granted by institutions in the global north, and the sole PhD not from the global north
was granted in South Africa. Four of the MA degrees were from Kenyan universities and
the other four were from American universities.

The first author spent 123 hours spread over three months in 2016 in observation of the
daily workings of the station’s newsroom. The observation included shadowing and sitting
with different newsroom personnel in the course of their professional work, listening to
the station’s radio content, subscribing to the station’s mobile phone news alerts, and
reviewing online content on the company’s website and the two primary official social
media accounts on Twitter and Facebook. The second author engaged in participant
observation at the journalism school. The observation was conducted over a six-month
period in 2015 and entailed attending six lessons a week, ranging from undergraduate
classes to PhD seminars. Both authors interviewed participants in their respective sites
of observation. At the radio station, the first author conducted 23 unstructured interviews
with personnel, as shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Personnel at the Kenyan radio station in August 2016.
Personnel Number % of total personnel

News 34 26.7
Radio show personnel 27 21.2
Administration, Finance, HR 24 18.8
Sales 22 17.6
Digital 15 11.8
IT & Technical 5 3.9
Total 127 100
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Additional unstructured interviews were held with two former radio station employees
who had insights into the early years of the incorporation of the web into journalistic prac-
tice, as well as with three individuals working with the radio station’s content distribution
partners. The second author interviewed 10 students at the journalism school. The
decision to only interview 10 students was premised on the fact that the primary data col-
lection method at the school was meant to be participant observation and thus the inter-
views were primarily meant to provide clarification when and if needed. All interviews
were recorded on a voice recorder and transcribed once the second author had returned
to their home institution. All other informal conversations, totalling up to 29, with students
were recorded as part of the second author’s fieldnotes. The second author’s data were
part of a larger project that was interested in how African journalists construct knowledge
about genocide and mass atrocity for African audiences. The interviews generally began
with life course questions which are primarily relied on for this article.

A field theory approach

Although Atton and Mabweazara (2011, 668) and Willems and Mano (2016) argue that the-
ories developed in the global north tend to fall short when inadequately nuanced, this
article finds field theory to be useful in analysing the journalistic culture in Kenya’s
media, and its evolution from the colonial era to the post-colonial era. Martin (2003)
views field theory as an analytical approach that allows for reflexivity that is rigorous
and essential when trying to analyse large-scale institutional analyses. As a general
approach, field theory occupies the meso-level, symbolising the local social world
within which individuals are embedded and towards which they orient their actions
(Sallaz and Zavisca 2007). It links ideas of agency (micro) and structure (macro) and high-
lights how both work to influence each other while also reinforcing each other (Fligstein
and McAdam 2012, 7). It provides the space to analyse the “convergences in media organ-
isations and practices” within what Benson (1999, 484) calls the “world media system”.

A field approach allows for a relational and spatial mode of thinking (Benson 1999,
2006; Hallin 2005), and employs a dynamic relational approach to understanding the
web of interactions that operate within and between news organisations. Martin (2003,
36) sees field theory as an excellent “vehicle for making complex social phenomena intui-
tively accessible without relying on prejudices or ‘common sense’ first person understand-
ings”. It eschews normative understandings of how the journalistic field should operate
while recognising that fields have a coherence particular to them that is based on a
working consensus on the “rules of the game”. As such, actors in the field will stake out
predictable sides due to the structure of the social space (Bourdieu 1999; Martin 2003).1

Table 2. Interviewees at the Kenyan radio station.
Personnel Number

Newsroom and digital
space

One news intern, one cameraman, one newsreader, three reporters, five editors, the
webmaster, the digital media administrator

Administration The lead developer, information technology manager, head of business development
Senior management Editorial director, director of sales and marketing, finance manager, the group managing

director
Radio production Traffic manager, two producers
Total 23
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For Bourdieu (1999), each agent in the field is defined by their position in it, each with
its own challenges. Actors’ actions, therefore, are governed by a matrix of dispositions that
work to organise the perceptions of those within it. It is in this milieu that Bourdieu intro-
duces the notion of habitus to capture the role of journalistic dispositions which he views
as an embodiment of a complicated historical trajectory (1991, 53). Bourdieu defines
habitus as a subjective system of “internalized structures, schemes of perception, con-
ception and action common to all members of the same group” (2013, 86). MacLeod
adds to this understanding of habitus by positing that it works as a regulator between
the individual and their external world, a mechanism between “human agency and the
social structure” (2009, 15).

For Bourdieu (2005), habitus, like Berger and Luckmann’s (1966) common-sense knowl-
edge, provides one with the tacitly accepted presuppositions within groups in particular
societies and/or professional fields. This suggests that journalists will be able to anticipate
what is expected of them, at any time, and will adequately adjust to meet this expectation.
How theymake use of technologywill be influenced and derived from their field rather than
solely personal experiences and cultural schemas existing independent of the psyches
(Boyd-Barrett 1980; Martin 2003, 39). Field theory, therefore, encapsulates both the charac-
teristics of individual journalists (such as social and education background) and the press-
ures within the profession. It allows us to discuss how the different parts of the field act and
react in relation to each other (Benson and Neveu 2005, 11) while also accommodating how
the political and economic fields affect the entire ecosystem (Wahutu 2017b, 2018b).

The Kenyan media field

In the three decades following independence, the field’s external conditions did not change
as much concerning legislation and subsequent laws that the new state instituted, main-
tained and enforced. These often mimicked those initiated under colonial occupation.2

Francis Nyamnjoh states that one effect of the colonial administration’s obsessionwith con-
trolling broadcasting was making evident to future African leaders that governments were
more vulnerable when they failed to maintain “rigid control over themedia” (2005, 45). Just
as the state had done with the instruments of governance, instead of reforming the field
these new elites were quick to re-appropriate its structures and its colonial rationalities.
The state viewed themedia field as an armof the governmentwhose jobwas to disseminate
its agenda.3 Odhiambo states that some editors were also “willing to accept a certain
amount of limitation of press freedom” (1991, 24). This willingness is best captured in a pub-
lished opinion piece by Hilary Ng’weno (1969), Kenya’s first African editor:

The challenge to the press in young countries is the challenge of laying down the foundations
upon which future freedoms will thrive… Under some conditions (of poverty, illiteracy, and
disease) in which vast numbers of Asians, Africans, and Latin Americans live, it would be sacri-
legious to talk about press freedom, for freedom loses meaning when human survival is the

1Weber (1958) highlighted the notion of “rules of the game” in his idea of “spheres of value” in which he emphasises the
fundamental laws within his six spheres.

2In Kenya, see the Preservation of Public Security Act, Cap 57, the Official Secrets Act of 1968 and the Books and News-
papers Act of 1960 (formerly the Book and Newspapers Ordinance of 1906), which continue to be enforced by the
state whenever it suits them.

3As with the colonial administration, the control was more rigid on broadcast than it was on print media.
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operative principle upon which people live… In such countries, the first duty of the press, as
indeed of any other institutions or individuals, is to encourage greater national unity.

The 1990s and early 2000s were also an era in which the African continent was experien-
cing an explosive growth in the use of Information Communication Technologies (ICTs),
such as mobile phones and social media sites (Berger 2007; Mare 2014). During this
period, Kenya opened up the field to new entrants, enabling a plethora of new commercial
media organisations, particularly broadcast outlets, to emerge (Mbeke, Ugangu, and
Okello-Orlale 2010). Subsequently, due to both political and economic liberalisation,
new regulatory and legal regimes came into being with the explicit mandate to
monitor and foster growth and maturity of institutions in the field.

However, there remained external influence even in the private, commercial press. Gov-
ernment interference in editorial processes was an acknowledged fact within the field.
In the case of the radio station studied, the owner had visible associations to the govern-
ment, seen in his appointment to serve on government-linked bodies, and reports of his
involvement in political strategising around the Kenyan presidency (Burrows 2014, 2016;
Wanyonyi 2016). Subsequently, the perception of the field as an arm of the government
and the environment within which the field developed during colonisation are not at
odds with each other. The state, by expropriating the field into its service, was merely
mimicking the relationship between the colonial administration and the field (Ainslie
1966; Bourgault 1995; Gadsden 1980).

However, the state has also fostered the field’s investment in digital technologies
through working to provide an internet infrastructure nationwide (Ndemo 2017). This
approach by the political field has given the Kenyan media field an advantage over
other regional fields, which not only do not have a supportive political field with
regards to infrastructure, but also find themselves dealing with, as illustrated by Nyamnjoh
(2005), connectivity concerns. Some organisations find their internet access restricted to a
few computer terminals, and as Mabweazara (2010) points out, most rank and file journal-
ists do not receive mobile phone credit subsidies when they use their phones for pro-
fessional purposes.

Findings

Transmission of journalistic cultures

Among the primary socialisation processes in the path to becoming a journalist is edu-
cation, further reinforced in the workplace (Blöbaum 2014). It is through journalism
school that the “rules of the game” are initially interacted with by students, who begin
to embody their journalistic habitus. In the years following independence, Kenya’s
approach to journalism education was one that favoured on-the-job training, the “Fleet
Street model” of journalism education described by Okigbo and Pratt (1997). Only recently
has this model of education begun to be replaced by more formal training programmes in
journalism schools, with 27 universities and 26 colleges accredited at current count (Media
Council of Kenya n.d.).

Nonetheless, Kasoma (1996) and Rodny-Gumede (2013) have both argued that journal-
ism curricula have tended to focus on imitating professional norms from the global north,
with little to no regard for local contexts and realities. Thus, journalism education finds
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itself unable to adequately capture and give voice to notions of democracy and demo-
cratic governance in “transitional and post-colonial countries in the global South”
(Rodny-Gumede 2013, 129). Despite students being located in the post-colony, they
find themselves located within fields, whether professional or academic, that view the
global north as the norm. This has led to what Jimada (1992, 367) refers to as an education
that “is not only too foreign but too removed from African society”.

This disjuncture between curriculum and lived experience was present at the journal-
ism school. Students primarily read and discussed Western scholarship on Western
media rather than scholars from Kenya (or Africa) on Kenyan (and African) media in
classes. Journalism was discussed as a liberal institution within a social context where
“liberal democracy and notions of press freedom are nascent and fragile” (Kupe 2013,
144). Thus, ideals such as freedom of the press and good journalism are seen as pre-
defined, universal and fixed, regardless of contexts (see Nyamnjoh 2015; Voltmer and Was-
serman 2014). These “exogenous” definitions and understanding of norms occur even
though Weaver and Willnat (2012) state that notions such as “objectivity” are not universal
and are anchored upon cultural, political and historical contexts. This is even more jarring
when one considers that some of the established scholars, such as Levi Obonyo, Leah
Komen and Jacinta Maweu, all live and work in Kenya. One student captured this disjunc-
ture in a telling interview:

I think the profession is not about a scholar but rather this is how it should work and that’s how
we do it…Most of the work we read is either American or from the UK from wherever and the
question for me has always been: how does this make sense for people who want to go work
in Kenya? (Student interview, Kenya 2015)

Additionally, there was a general preference for lectures as the main mode of content
delivery. The consequence of this was an imbalance between theory and practice, an
issue that Breit (2018) states as being a key issue in how journalism is taught, not just in
Kenya but East Africa as a whole. This mismatch highlights the continual development
of students’ habitus. Students find themselves having to align educational experiences
with the realities of entering into organisations immersed in a rapidly digitising world.
Moreover, as we show in the next section, editorial directors find themselves having to
teach new journalists how their organisations construct news stories.

Constructing the news

The entry of chat apps and social media platforms among other technologies has led to a
bifurcation of structures within news organisations (Robinson 2011) as well as the entry of
new actors in newsmaking. At the radio station, construction of news occurred in two dis-
tinct spaces, each with its own culture. The first was an enclosed area where editors, repor-
ters and news anchors collaborated on the generation and distribution of news content for
multiple platforms. This space, referred to in-house as the newsroom, is where the majority
of editorial staff worked from, and operated on a strict hierarchy. Editors acted as gate-
keepers of information in their assigning of stories to reporters, reviewing radio scripts
before the live bulletins, publishing stories on the website, and controlling information
published on the mobile platform. In keeping with traditional newsroom hierarchies,
editors were gatekeepers, and operations were routinised and normative. Journalists
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had to produce two or three stories a day, each of which had to have at least two versions
—radio and web.

The second space, referred to as “digital”, is where the digital department was located.
This space was found at a central point within the company’s spatial setup and was the
working location for two editors overseeing the production of web-exclusive content
revolving around leisure—and university-related news and features. The two editors
described their sections or content by using the terms “magazine”, “soft news” and “fea-
tures”. Both relied on content from other websites and guest writers to update their sec-
tions of the website, and frequently engaged in editorial and design discussions with the
web developers, webmaster and business development team members among whom
they sat.

The “digital” area was more informal and collaborative, running on adhocratic lines and
yielding less standardised and more innovative content. Epitomising Naranjo-Valencia,
Jiménez-Jiménez, and Sanz-Valle (2011), the digital space tended to allow for a more
experimental, and thus innovative approach and engagement than in the hierarchical
structure in the editor and reporter/writer roles in the physical newsroom. As the station’s
lead developer intimated:

We’ve been given a free hand. Like we own this thing [the company]. You’re hungry for it to
grow and you’ve been given the mandate and the authority to run with it. And no one is stop-
ping you really from trying out [an idea]. If it fails, okay, well and good. If it works, good stuff.
(Lead developer interview, 2016)

The editorial director indicated how new journalists learned how to construct the news by
describing how stories were incorporated in news production:

You can do three, four stories from one news event, but within an hour you should have pro-
duced all of them if you’re doing a radio story. [Because] when you come back, you know
already what it is you want; editing, you know what clips you’d recorded, where they’re
stored—[because] you know, you track-mark your clips and everything… People really
struggled initially when we started. But slowly, people caught on, and you see when you
have new people coming in, they come, and they know this is how we do it. (Editorial director
interview, 2016)

At the radio station, new actors entered the process of news production even as editors,
reporters and audiences remained integral. These new actors included camera people, a
webmaster and the specially created role of a digital media administrator, who promoted
news and other content on the company’s social media accounts. But even these tra-
ditional roles have changed. Newsreaders were now required to not only write and
read scripts for their radio bulletins but to also search the web for international news
likely to interest their readers. Reporters and editors engaged not only in the traditional
roles of producing content, but now were required to produce content for multiple plat-
forms, namely radio, web and mobile.

The outcome of this is that each story had at least two versions: one for the short radio
bulletin, while the web version was written in feature style with at least 300 words and had
to have an accompanying image. Editors and reporters also engaged in promoting stories
on personal social media platforms, primarily Twitter and Facebook (at the time of data
collection by the first author). The webmaster was tasked with monitoring the size and
range of audiences on the web, doing so by use of web metrics available on a range of
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tools. In so doing, the webmaster was frequently involved in assessing and discussing
story ideas with reporters and editors in both the newsroom and digital spaces. He
would comment on headlines that would not attract readers and paid attention to the pro-
motion of stories on multiple social media platforms.

We suggest that with the introduction of new actors in the construction process, audi-
ences have gained prominence in affecting how news should be constructed for a more
localised audience. This importance is captured in the measuring of audience metrics
which capture quantifiable data on audience use and engagement with content, including
the number of page views a story garners or how much activity a story generates on social
media. A former digital editor at the radio station used the metaphor of a window to
explain that web metrics (also referred to as analytics) had allowed the company to under-
stand who its audiences were, and that had had a particular effect.

The analytics we were getting, we actually took them as insights… open the window and [we]
see who our listeners are. Before, we used to broadcast from this room and we’d hear people
laughing on the other side of the room, but we never saw them. With online, we basically just
opened that window. We can see our listener… The person that we actually now saw that was
listening is the person that we always thought [his emphasis] was listening. (Former digital
editor interview, 19 September 2016)

It is important to point out that despite entry of new actors (what Fligstein and McAdam
[2012] call challengers) into the construction process, the traditional roles such as editors
and reporters remained central. Thus, even as editors’ roles became modified, they were
still able to leverage the rules of the game in a manner retaining their dominance in the
newsroom. This exemplifies Fligstein’s (2001) assertion that once rules of the game are in
place, they tend to favour those actors skilled enough to use those rules to maintain and
sometimes reproduce their power. Also, the radio station was able to leverage the press-
ures brought by different social media platforms by folding them into the new routines in
which editors and journalists were engaged.

Sourcing cultures

The field’s logic (Benson 2013, 25), as it pertains to which sources are deemed credible and
knowledgeable, is unchanged with the introduction of social media. There was a continu-
ation of traditional norms, such as favouring official sources and press releases, even in the
digital space. Thus, even in the digital space, there was a fall back to traditional norms such
as using official sources and official communications such as press releases. Thus, press
releases were a daily staple item and were often used as the primary source of information.
News anchors relied on wire service content—primarily Agence France Press (AFP) and to
a lesser extent Xinhua—to figure out which international/regional stories were being
shared around the world. This scouring of online sources and reliance on wire service
for content is not necessarily unique to this moment. Indeed, as highlighted by Wahutu
(2018a, 2018c), this propensity to lift from wire agencies is firmly ensconced with the
field’s coverage practices. In an illuminating interview by a journalist from a leading
news organisation conducted by Wahutu (2017a), the journalist laments that:

When you are talking about issues next door, we [are] better placed than [Western journalists].
But you see this thing has something to do with colonisation… . Some editor has in his mind
this that amzungu [white person’s] story would be better than yours. (Kenyan journalist, 2015).
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While data on comparative costs are currently not available, Wahutu (2018a) points out the
fact that despite the dominant player within the Kenyan field, Nation Media Group, having
two journalists whose beats are Sudan and South Sudan, it often paid wire agencies for
stories on Darfur. Moreover, he finds that official sources accounted for the largest
group of sources quoted by organisations within the field in its coverage of a regional con-
flict (see Wahutu 2018a).

The second category of sources that the field relies on in its construction of news is
tweets responding to an issue. At the radio station, Twitter was frequently used as a
source of news. In one particular story of a power blackout that had taken place in the
Nairobi area, the reporter quickly crafted the story from a press release from the power
company and some tweets selected from a related hashtag on the subject. The story
was written from the desk with no direct interaction between reporter and sources.
Tweets were sometimes used to provide form to the press release. This evolution of sour-
cing cultures was an adaptation to increased pressure to produce content on an almost
continuous basis. Two reporters interviewed cited speed as a reason for relying on
tweets as sources, as well as convenience, since the tweets were easily accessible on
the reporters’ browsers and could be quickly located and incorporated into stories.

This inclusion of tweets also meant that stories were more likely to be viewed by those
whose tweets were included in the story. However, this use of Twitter and press releases as
key news sources should be understood less as democratising source selection and more
as an amplification of elite and/or institutional voices. This elite voice hegemony is cap-
tured by the fact that 2017 found that 86% of all Twitter and Facebook users nationally
were found in Nairobi and the remaining 14% spread throughout the country (Bloggers
Association of Kenya 2017). Thus, the balance of source power in this field remained in
the hands of the elite, be it the institutions that send press releases or the Twitter users
quoted in various stories. Therefore, the widespread use of Twitter sources even in
mundane stories created a limited view of the social context in which the news was
created. Nonetheless, the reliance on Twitter is critical since, as pointed out by Nothias
and Cheruiyot (2017) and Kaigwa (2017), Kenya’s Twittersphere has shown adeptness in
taking centre stage on issues of national and international importance.

WhatsApp also allowed for the management workflow between journalists and editors
and was often used as a way to circumvent the face-to-face newsroom meeting, similar to
how news organisations in the global north use Slack. It also enabled newsroom personnel
to interact with colleagues on personal and professional matters virtually, make decisions
and keep track of what work had been agreed upon. However, the use of chat apps to gen-
erate content was viewed with scepticism by some in the field. The newsroom saw its audi-
ences as consumers, rather than fellow producers, of news. However, there was no use or
encouragement of content or stories generated by audiences, despite scholars suggesting
that the field made use of user-generated content (UGC) and encouraged audiences to
respond to send in their content (Nyabuga and Booker 2013; World Association of News-
papers and News Publishers 2011). At the radio station, the editorial director expressed
caution about its UGC and online sources.

We have a phone number that has a WhatsApp group that we want to start inviting the public
to send us info on. It will be for news. We’re the ones who want the public to send us stuff. But
I’ll tell you why, maybe, newsrooms may be a bit cautious with that. It’s because there’s a lot of
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false stuff going out. And people share, and it is a fact. Okay?… So I think why people are cau-
tious about getting stuff from people is because you still have to verify. Because you can actu-
ally mislead the public. At the back of our minds, we know we need to be careful with what
comes through these platforms. (Editorial director interview, 2016)

Although fields contain an internal logic which allows actors within them to understand
the rules of the game, they are not impervious to external pressure as the introduction
of social media into the construction process shows. Rather, the field is much more
likely to refract these pressures in a manner most suitable to its survival. Subsequently,
the hesitance to accept UGC as a legitimate source of news highlights the fact that the
organisation was keen on protecting the boundaries for what it considered journalism
or news and who is considered a journalist. Moreover, this reticence, coupled with the
use of social media to amplify opinions and voices of elite sources, highlights the
extent to which the field, through its “overarching structure” (Usher 2017, 1119), nor-
malises innovations such as social media and UGC.

Discussion and conclusion

The preceding pages have shown the extent to which the media field in Kenya has incor-
porated digital technologies into its routine while also pointing out the sub-organisational
bifurcation in the way the news is constructed within a newsroom. We have also shown
the extent to which newsrooms have been hybridised to allow for a meshing of both
new and old practices in the news construction process. In this sense, our findings echo
arguments by Mabweazara (2010, 29), who finds that the implementation of new technol-
ogies within the news field is shaped by and reinforces those hierarchies and power struc-
tures within a news organisation. We have shown that there is an added reinforcement
duality that implementation of technologies brings with it.

The radio station under study is primarily considered to be relatively affluent and able
to invest in various technologies. This affluence means that its audience is viewed as
mostly wealthy with a conspicuous consumption pattern, and listening to this station
reaffirms the symbolic and cultural capital the audience associates itself as having. Further-
more, in the production of online news stories, this bifurcation is even more pronounced
when one considers the fact that with most Africans it is primarily the urban middle to
upper classes that can afford consistent access to the internet. While mobile phones
have more recently become the most popular means of internet access across several
African countries including Kenya, users tend to buy daily, weekly or monthly data
bundles to access specific digital sites or applications, such as Facebook or WhatsApp.
Rural areas in Kenya also have more limited internet infrastructure, which means that
accessing online news sites is not an immediate preference, even for those who can get
to the internet on their phones (Chair 2017; Nyamnjoh 2005; Paterson 2013).

Internet accessibility and the niche audience cultivated by the radio station were also
raised by two interviewees. The information technology manager indicated that their peak
website traffic occurred during weekday working hours, when their primarily white-collar
audience could access the site through office wireless connections (Head of IT interview,
2016). The traffic manager stated that the target audience for the radio station was urban
and wealthy, and even the younger audiences that the company targeted were described
within the company as “aspirational” with the potential to go up the socio-economic
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ladder (Traffic manager interview, 2016). This was an echo of how television and newspa-
per journalists talked about their audiences (see Wahutu 2018a).

The station explicitly searches and caters for spaces of consumption that are “homolo-
gous” (Bourdieu 2004) while reifying differences between its target audiences and those of
other stations (Benson 2006; Bourdieu 1998). As stated by Benson, the process of cultural
production, which is what media organisations engage in, “seeks out its homologous
space of reception, that is, an audience predisposed by education, wealth, and social back-
ground to readily accept the kinds of information and ideas proposed to it” (2015, 190–91).
As such, a field approach allowed us to highlight this homology between production and
consumption spaces that organisations within the field seek out in the pursuit to stake out
a position within the field’s structure (Benson 2013, 26; Bourdieu 1999).

The field’s reliance on what it perceives as normative approaches to journalism has
ensured that the field is caught between mimicking the global north and relying on/devel-
oping contextually aware norms. These norms, such as the preference for state actors as
sources, journalism training, reliance on wire agencies, and benchmarking against global
north news sites, could be seen as signalling “convergences in… practices” within a
“world media system” (Benson 1999, 484). This seeming uncertainty is exacerbated by the
fact that the curriculum has not adapted fast enough to meaningfully integrate the use of
digital technologies and social media platforms into how journalism as a career is taught.

As a result, new journalists have to be retrained on how to employ these technologies in
conjunction with the more traditional practices of news gathering learned in school. This
suggests that as a result of the uptake of technology by the field, journalists’ habitus (see
Bourdieu 1991, 53; 2013, 86) has largely been influenced more by organisational cultures
than educational backgrounds. Operating at the meso-level, these organisations find
themselves having to play a larger role in refracting the macro-level pressures, such as
the provision of internet infrastructure by the state, into affecting micro-level decisions
on how to inculcate digital technologies in everyday journalism. It is here that the first
hybridisation occurs, since what we show is a digital version of the “Fleet Street model”
of education that Okigbo and Pratt (1997) say was favoured at the inception of
independence.

The second point of hybridisation occurs in the construction process. As shown in this
article, the news construction process has changed with new actors being involved in the
process. These actors are not part of the old guard (i.e. editors) but are somewhat more
attuned to engaging a new type of audience. This is an audience with a perceived
shorter attention span and is more likely to consume the news in short bites rather
than long-form narratives as has been the case traditionally. We have also shown that
the sourcing culture has not changed in any significant manner. Indeed, we have illus-
trated the fact that just as in traditional journalistic norms, government officials, press
releases and wire agencies (in the case of international/regional news stories) are still
key players. Concomitantly, while on the one hand the entry of new actors within the
field, such as that of the digital media administrator, illustrates the rising power of the
audience through a reliance on metrics, the incorporation of tweets and email press
releases reveals a continued privileging of elitist and institutional/official sources in
news production on the other.

It is essential, however, to note that there is general scepticism in the use of technol-
ogies such as chat apps and social media platforms to generate news content. Thus,
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within the field in Kenya, there is still a belief that audiences are consumers rather than
producers of news. In this sense, the field perceives UGC not as an “unambiguous social
good” (Compton and Benedetti 2010, 496) but as suspicious and susceptible to manipu-
lation. This attitude to UGC echoes arguments by Belair-Gagnon (2015) and Usher
(2011) who state that UGC has not changed how “journalists think about and do their
work” (Usher 2017, 1119). However, actors within the field have not ignored chat apps
and social media altogether, illustrating that the organisation is not impervious to exter-
nal-to-the-field pressures (Benson 2013). Moreover, as the radio station shows, actors
have inculcated these external-to-the-field pressures into their own routinised processes
of news construction. Thus, chat apps are used primarily to improve workflow rather
than as an avenue for UGC to make it into the news. Journalists still view audience
members as consumers of news rather than amateur constructors of news. This reticence
in how to deal with chat apps and social media can also be viewed as actors in the field
working to protect their cultural capital within the field, which comes with knowledge con-
struction, and thus it is perhaps a circling of the wagons as the field’s boundaries stretch
ever so slightly.

Although this may be nation-specific to Kenya (within the continent), which has had to
deal with disinformation campaigns in its recent history (Chepkwony 2018; Geopoll & Port-
land 2017; Nyamnjoh 2005; Posetti and Matthews 2018), we allow for the possibility that it
is more widespread in fields across the continent. This should serve as a reminder that
studying African media fields and their localised practices and norms is not only sorely
needed but also a worthy intellectual endeavour in its own right. This, we hope, will
lead to a better understanding of how African media organisations and fields are employ-
ing digital technologies rather than the fascination thus far with the perceived redemptive
possibilities of digital technologies in the newsroom. Thus, instead of worrying about the
various challenges that fields in the global north are facing due to digital technologies
(Usher 2017), fields like that in Kenya are well positioned to chart their own path in
newsmaking.
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